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hbst rac t - - I te ra t ive  solutions of a general nonlinear operator equation of the form Ax + )~Tx = f, 
where A and T are in general nonlinear operators in an appropriate space, have not been developed 
so far. In this paper, the three well-known Banach, Mann, and Ishikawa iteration processes are used 
to find solutions of this equation in the Hilbert space case. An error estimate in each case is given. 
The established results generalize many of the known results in literature. 
geywords - -F ixed  point theory, Nonlinear operators, Iteration methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a complex Hilbert space with inner product (., .) and induced norm ]].l]. Then the map 
T : D(T )  C_ X 4 X is said to be 
(i) strongly monotone with constant £, if there exists £ > 0 with 
Re (Tx  - Ty,  x - y) > ~ [Ix - yn 2 , for all x, y E D(T);  
(ii) monotone if 
Re (Tx  - Ty,  x - y) >_ O, for all x, y • D(T);  
(iii) Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant L, if there exists L > 0 with 
IiTx - Tyl] < L ]i x - yi], for all x, y • D(T);  
(iv) nonexpansive if it is Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant L = 1; 
(v) contraction if there exists a real number a satisfying 0 < a < 1 and 
IITx - TyiI <_ a II x - yiI, for all x, y • D(T) .  
Let A, T : X ~ X be, in general, nonlinear Lipschitzian operators with Lipschitz constants L 
and L1, respectively, and satisfying certain monotonicity conditions on X,  f • X, A >_ 0. We 
consider iterative solutions of the nonlinear parameter dependent operator equation 
Ax + ~Tx = f. (1) 
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Equation (1) may appear, for example, in the study of the bifurcation equation arising in 
connection with boundary value problems associated with the Von Khrmhn equation [1]. Also, 
it may arise in the study of some integro-differential equations connected with certain boundary 
value problems, as in the example stated by O'Regan in [2]. 
Several special cases of equation (1) ()~ = 0; A = I, the identity map, A = 1 and L = 1; A = I 
and A = 1; A = I) have been considered by many authors, in the Hilbert space case as well as in 
the Lp and in the Banach space cases; see, for example, [3-12] and the references therein. 
The main purpose of this paper is to study iterative and approximate solutions to equation (1) 
in the case when A and T are Lipschitzian and satisfy certain monotonicity conditions in a Hilbert 
space X. Further extensions to the Lp spaces and to general Banach spaces will be considered 
in the next paper. To this purpose, let us recall the three well-known iteration processes due to 
Banach [13], Mann [14], and Ishikawa [15]. 
1. The Banach iteration process [13] is defined as follows. For a closed subset C of a complete 
X c~ metric space X and a mapping T from C into itself, the sequence { n}n=o in C is defined 
by 
xo E C, 
Xn+l = Txn,  n >_ O. 
2. The Mann iteration process [14] is defined as follows. For a convex subset C of a Banach 
X oo  space X and a mapping T from C into itself, the sequence { n }n=o in C is defined by 
x0 E C, 
xn+l = (1 - an)xn + anTxn,  n > O, 
oo  oo  where {Otn}n= 0 is a real sequence satisfying 0 _ < an _ < 1 for all n > 0 and ~n=0 an 
diverges. (The condition ~-~n~__0 an diverges is sometimes replaced by ~-]~n~__0 an (1 - an) 
diverges.) 
3. The Ishikawa iteration process [15] is defined as follows. For a convex subset C of a Banach 
space X and a mapping T from C into itself, the sequence {xn},%0 in C is defined by 
x0 E C, 
Xn+l = (1 - an)xn + anTyn,  
Yn = (1 - t~n)xn + l~nTxn, n > O, 
where {an}n=o and {/~n}n=0 are real sequences satisfying 0 < an < fin < 1 for all n > 0, 
limn]~n = 0 and ~n°°=o anon diverges. 
These iteration processes have been extensively used by many authors for finding solutions of 
nonlinear operator equations in several space settings (see, for example, [3-12,16]). 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Suppose X is a complex Hilbert space and A, T : X > X are two strongly 
monotone, Lipschitzian operators on X with constants ~, el, and Lipschitz constants L, L1, 
respectively, A > 0 and f E X .  Define the map S : X > X by Sx  = f - Ax  - ATx, t'or all 
x E X .  Suppose 0 < ~ < 2(£+Agl) / (L+AL1) 2. Then the iteration process xn+l = Xn+SSxn,  n = 
O, 1 , . . . ,  xo E X converges trongly to the unique solution p E X of  the equation Ax  + ATx  = f ,  
with error estimate 
t lxn-p l l  < 1 - IIx -x°ll'x/')'toj n>2,  
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where 7(6) = 1 - 26(£ + Agl) + 62(L q- ALl) 2. The optimal value of 6 that produces the fastest 
convergence is 6opt ~-~ (£ "4- Agl)/(L + ALl) 2. 
PROOF. First observe that S : X ~ X is Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant (L + ALl) and 
satisfies Re (Sx - Sy, x - y) < - (£  + A~I) IIx - vii 2, for all x, y E X. Define a map G : X ~ X 
by Gx = x + 6Sx. Then 
HGx - Gy[[ 2 = [[x q- 6Sx - y - 6Sy[[ 2 
< [Ix - yll 2 + 26 Re (Sx - Sy, x - y) + 62(L Jr ALl) 2 Hx - yll 2 
< [1 - 26(e + Ael) + 62(L + ALl)  ~] IIx - yll 2 = 7(6) I Ix  - Yll 2 
Since the graph of the real convex function 7(6) is a parabola whose vertex is the point ((£ + 
A£1)/(L+AL1) 2, 1-(g+A£1)/(L+AL1)2),  g <: L, el _~ L1, A >_ 0, and 7(0) = 1, then 0 < 7(6) < 1, 
for all 6 satisfying 0 < 6 < 2(g + Agl)/(L + ALl) 2 _< 2/(L + ALl). It follows that G is contraction 
on X. It is also clear that the minimum value of 7(6) is 7rain(6) = 1 - (£+Agl) / (L+AL1) 2,which 
occurs at 6 = 6opt = (g + Agl)/(L + ALl) 2. The rest of the proof is now a direct consequence of
the Banach contraction mapping theorem [13]. 
It is worth noticing that, unlike most of the similar existing results (see [4], for example), our 
proof establishes the existence, uniqueness, as well as the construction of the unique solution of 
equation (1) with no need of any other existence theorems. Moreover, no additional restrictions 
on the Lipschitz constants L and L1 were needed. 
COROLLARY 1. The assertion of Theorem 1 is still valid if A > 0, the strong monotonicity 
assumption on the operator A is replaced by monotonicity assumption only and the restriction 
on the constant 6 is replaced by 0 < 6 < 2M1/(L + ALl) 2. The optimal value of 6 in this case is 
6opt = A~I/(L + ALl)  2. 
COROLLARY 2. The assertion of Theorem 1 is still valid if the strong monotonicity assumption on 
the operator T is replaced by monotonicity assumption only and the restriction on the constant 5
is replaced by 0 < 6 < 2g/(L + ALl) 2. The optimal value of 6 in this case is 6opt = I / ( L  + ALl) 2. 
Theorem 2 of [4] (in the Hilbert space case) is a special case (A = I) of Corollary 2. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose X is a complex Hilbert space and A, T : X ~ X are two Lipschitzian 
operators on X with Lipschitz constants L, L1, respectively, A is strongly monotone with constant 
£ >_ 1 and T is monotone, A >_ 0 and f E X .  Define the map S : X ---, X by Sx = f + x - Ax - 
ATx, for all x E X .  Suppose 0 < an <_ l/L2., L, = (1 + L + ALl). Then the Mann iteration 
process Xn+l = (1 - an)xn + anSxn, n = 0, 1, . . . ,  xo E X converges trongly to the unique 
solution p E X of the equation Ax + ATx = f . Moreover, if an = l /L2. ,  for all n >_ 0, then 
[[xn+x-Pl[_<7 n/2l]x l -p[[ ,  ~<-7=1-~**  1 -  <1.  
PROOF. The existence of the solution follows from [17] and uniqueness follows from the strong 
monotonicity of A. Then, we observe that S is Lipsehitzian with Lipschitz constant L,,  
Re (Sx - Sy, x - y) <_ (1 - g) IIx - yl[ 2 <_ 0 and Sp = p. Hence we get 
I I x , .+ l  - Pll 2 - -  11(1 - a,Ox,, + a,~Sx. - Pll 2 
= I1(1 - ~, , ) (x , . ,  - p )  + o,.(,S'x,., - Sp) l l  2 
<_ (1 - ~ , , )2  IIx,, - Pll 2 + 2~, , (1  - ,:,,.) Re  (,S'x,, - Sp ,  :~,, - p )  + o,,.,L.2  I Ix,,  - Pll 2 
2 2 <_ [(1 - o~.) 2 + o , . L . ]  IIx,., - Pll 2 
- -  [1 - {~. (1  - o,,.,) + ~,., (1 - a,. ,L~.) }]  IIx,., - Pll 2 • 
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Therefore, 
i[Xn+l _ p[j2 _< 12I [1 - {ak(1 - ak) + ak (1 -- akL2.) }] ]Ix0 -- p[[2. 
k=0 
Since 0 _< ak(1 -- ak) + ak(1 -- akL .  2) _< 1/4 + 1/4L2. <_ 1/2, for all k = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  we get 
l-]k=O[ {ak(1 -- ak) + ak(1 -- akL2.)}] ---+ O, as n --~ co. This shows that  xn --* p, as n co. 
In particular, if all an = 1/L2.,n >_ 0, then we see that  
I lx .+l  - pll < [(1 - an)  2 + a~L.]~ ~ 1/2 IIx~ - Pfl 
1 2 1 
= 1 - ~ + ~ IIx,~ -Pll 
= 1-~ 1 -  I I z . -p l l  
1 
< [1 - ~2.2 ~,2]j [ix1 -p[[. 
Hence, 
[ix~+l - pJ[ _< 3'~/2 [ix1 - p[[, ~ < ~/-- 1 - ~2.2 1 - < 1. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The main theorem of Dotson [18] is a special case of Theorem 2 (A = I ,  L1 = A = 1 ). Also, 
Theorem 1 of Chidume [5] and Theorem 3.1 of Tan and Xu [10] are special cases (A = 0) of 
Theorem 2. 
To extend the above results to operators defined on a nonempty closed convex subset C of the 
Hi lbert space X,  we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. [19] Let P : X ~ C be the projection map which assigns to each point x of 
a Hilbert space X a unique point y of the nonempty closed convex subset C of X given by 
[[y - x[[ = minzec  ]ix - z[[. Then P is nonexpansive on X .  
THEOREM 3. Suppose X is a complex Hilbert space and A, T : C C_ X ~ X are two strongly 
monotone, Lipschitzian operators on the nonempty closed convex subset C of X with con- 
stants ~, gl, and Lipschitz constants L, L1, respectively. Suppose that for A >_ 0 and f • C the 
equation Ax+ATx = f has a solution p • C. Define the map S : C ) X by S(x) = f -Ax -ATx ,  
for a11 x • C. Suppose 0 < 5 < 2(g + Agl) / (L  + ALl) 2. Then the sequence {Pn}~=0 C X gener- 
ated by p~ = xn + 5Sx~, x~+l = Pp~,n = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  xo • C converges trongly to p, with error 
estimate [[Pn - P[[ <_ [3"(5)] n/2 liP0 - P[[, n _> 1, where 3'(6) = 1 - 25(g + Ael) + 62(L + ALl) 2. The 
optimal value of 5 that produces the fastest convergence is 6opt = (l + Agl) / (L + ALl) 2. 
PROOF. First observe that  S is Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant 
(L+AL1) ,  Re(Sx-Sy ,  x -y}  <_-(g+ Agl)][x-y[[ 2, fora l lx ,  y•C ,  
[[Px - Py]] < [ix - y[[ for all x ,y  • X,  Pp = p, and Sp = O. 
Then we have that  
Ilp,~ - pll 2 = [Ixn + 5Sx,~ - pll 2 = II(xn - p) + 5(Sxn - Sp)ll 2 
< IJx,~ - pJl  2 + 26 Re (Sxn - Sp, x,~ - p) + 52(L + AL,) 2 Ilx,~ - p[[2 
_< [1 - 25(~ + All) + 62(L + ALl) 2] [[Xn -- p[[2 
= [1 - 26( /+ Ael) -[- 62(L + AL l )  2] [[PPn-1 - ppi[2 
_< [1 - 25(~ + A~I) + 62(L + AL l )  s] [[Pn-1 - p[[2 = ^/(6) [[Pn-1 -- P[I 2 , 
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where "7(6) = [I - 26(~ + A~I) + $2(L + ALl)2]. Since 0 < "r(6) < 1, for all /5 satisfying 0 < 
6 < 2(~ + A~I)/(L + ALl) 2, then it follows that IlPn -PH --* 0, as n ~ oo, and HPn -PH -< 
['r(6)] n/2 HP0 - P]I, n > 1. Since the minimum value of the real convex function ~f(6) occurs at 
6 = (~ + AcAI)/(L + ALl) 2, then 6opt = (g + Agl)/(L + ALl) 2. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 3. The assertion of the above theorem is still valid if A and T are self-mappings 
defined on the nonempty closed convex subset C of X .  
COROLLARY 4. The assertions of Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 are still valid if A > O, the strong 
monotonicity assumption on the operator A is replaced by monotonicity assumption only and 
the restriction on the constant 6 is replaced by 0 < 6 < 2A/1/(L + ALl) 2. The optimal value of 
6 in this case is 6op t : A~I/(L -4- ALl) 2. 
COROLLARY 5. The assertions of Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 are still valid i f  the strong 
monotonicity assumption on the operator T is replaced by monotonicity assumption only and 
the restriction on the constant 6 is replaced by 0 < ~ < 2g/(L + ALl) 2. The optimal value of 6 
in th/s case is ~opt = ~/(L + ALl) 2. 
Theorem 1 of [4] is a special case of Corollary 5 (A = I and A = 1). 
THEOREM 4. Suppose X is a complex Hilbert space and A, T : C C_ X , X are two strongly 
monotone, Lipschitzian operators on the nonempty closed convex subset C of X with constants 
£ >_ 1, £1, and Lipschitz constants L, L1, respectively. Suppose that for A >_ 0 and f E C the 
equation Ax  + ATx = f has a solution p E C. Define a map S : C ~ X by Sx  = f + x -Ax  -ATx ,  
a oo for all x E C. Let { n}n=0 be a real sequence satisfying 
(i) a0 = 1, 
(ii) 0 < an < 1/(L2.) for all n > 1, L .  = 1 + L + ALl, 
(iii) ~-~=0 an(1 - a,~) diverges. 
Then the sequence {Pn} generated bypn = (1-an)Xn+anSxn,  xn+l = PPn, n = 0, 1 , . . . ,  Xo E C 
converges strongly to p, where P : X ~ C is the projection map defined in Lemma 1. Moreover, 
i f  an = 1/(L2.), for all n >_ O, then 
[[xn+l-pl l_<'r n/2[[z l -p[[ ,  ~_<~,=1-~ 1 -  <1.  
PROOF. First observe that HSx - Sy][ <_ L,  [Ix - y[[, Re (Sx - Sy, x - y) <_ (1 - i) ]Ix - y[[2 <_ 0, 
[[Px - Py[[ <_ [Ix - y[[, Px  = x, for all x, y E C and Sp = p. Then we have that 
l ip .  - pll 2 = I1(1 - a . )=.  + a .sx .  - vii ~ 
= I1(1 - a . ) (x .  -v )  + an(s=.  - Sp) l l  ~ 
= (1 - an) 2 [[xn - p[[2 + 2an(1 - an) Re (Sxn - p, xn - p} 
+ an2 I IS=.  - Spl l  = 
_< (1 - a . )  2 I1=- - pl[ 2 + a~ I I S=.  - Spll 2 
_<(1 ,~.)211=, . -p l l  = 2 2 - + anL ,  I Ix .  - pll = 
2 2 = [(1 -- an) 2 + anL , ]  I]xn - p[I 2 
2 2 = [(1 - a , )  = + anL.  ] ]lPpn-, - Pp[I ~ 
2 2 < [(1 - an)  2 + anL , ]  [IPn-1 - pll = 
= [1 - {a , . J l  -an)+an (1 -anL ,2 )}]  I lpn-1 -p [ I  2 
<- 1"I  [1 - {o,k(1 -a~, )+ak  (1 -akL2 . )} ]  IlPo - Pll 2 . 
k----O 
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Since for all k > 0, we have ak(1 -- ak) + ak(1 -- akL2.) < 1/4 + 1/4L2. < 1/2 ,  then using (ii) 
n 1 ~ and (iii) it follows that 1-Ik=O[ - {ak(1 --ak) +ak(1 --akL.2)}] 0 as n cx~. This implies that 
Pn --* P strongly as n --* oc. The proof of the error estimate follows as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
cx~ For another particular choice of the sequence {an}n=1, we can also estimate the error at 
each step of the approximation. For example, if we choose an = 1/(n + L2.), n >_ 1, we can 
easily verify that ~n°°__0 an (1 -an)  diverges. Then proceeding as in [6], we can prove that 
I]Pn -- PII < L*/v/-n + L2 lip0 - pll. 
COROLLARY 6. The statement of  the above theorem is still walid ff  the operators A and T are 
assumed to be self-mappings on C. 
Theorem 4 generalizes Theorem 1 of [3] (A = 1 and A ,= 1) which in turn generalizes and 
extends the main theorem of [18]. We also notice that the methods used in Theorem 3 and 
Theorem 4 are approximate methods and not iterative, because the sequence {Pn}n°%O defined 
there is not in fact iterative. 
Finally, we consider the following Ishikawa type iteration process. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose X is a complex Hilbert space and A, T : X -----* X are two Lipschitzian 
operators on X with Lipschitz constants L, L1, respectively, A is strongly monotone with constant 
£ > 1 and T is monotone, )~ > 0 and f E X .  Define the map S : X ----* X by Sx  = f + x - Ax  
-)~Tx, for all x E X .  Let {an}n°%1 and {f~n}n~=l be real sequences satisfying the following. 
(i) 0 < fin < an < g(0 + 2£ - 1) -1 for each n, 0 = L, 4 + 2L,(1 + L,) and L ,  = 1 + L + ALl.  
(ii) ~--'~n~=O an diverges. 
Then the Ishikawa iteration process Xn+l = (1 - an)xn + anSYn, Yn = (1 - ~n)Xn -1-/~nSXn,  = 
O, 1 , . . . ,  XO E X converges trongly to the unique solution p E X of  the equation Ax  + ATx  = f . 
Moreover, i f  an = g[0 + 2g - 1] -1 for ali n >_ O, then 
Ilxn+x --Pll --<'rn/2 IlZl--PlI, 0<7= [1 -  e2(0+2e-  1) -1] < 1. 
PROOF. The existence of the solution p E X of the equation Ax + ATx  = f follows by [17] and 
uniqueness follows from the strong monotonicity of A. Observe that Sp = p, S is Lipschitzian 
with Lipschitz constant L,. Moreover, for all x, y E X, Re (Sx  - Sy, x - y) < (1 - e) IIx - ylIL 
Then we have 
Ilzn÷X --Pll ~ = I1(1 -- an)(Xn -p )  + an(Syn -- SP)ll 2 
2 
< (1  - an) 2 Ilxn -- Pll 2 + an IISYn - Spll 2 
+ 2an(1 - C~n) Re (Syn - Sp, Xn - p) ,  
and 
]lYn - Pll = II (1 - f~n)(Zn - p) + 13n (Sxn - Sp)II 
< (1 - 13n) Ilxn - Pll + ~nL,  IIxn - pll 
< [1 - ~n + ~nL,] Ilxn - pit 
= [1 + ~n(L .  - 1) ]  Ilxn - pll 
<_ [1 + L. - 1] Ilxn - Pll 
= L, Ilxn -p l l .  
Also, 
~(Syn -- SXn,Xn -- p) <_ 118Yn -- 8xnll Ilxn --Pll 
< L, IIf~n(Sxn --Xn)ll Ilxn --Pll 
< L*f~n[llSxn -SP l l  + Ilxn --PIN Ilzn --Pll 
<_ L.~n[L. Ilxn -P l l  + Ilxn -PlI] Ilxn -P l l  
= L,/~n[L, + 1] [IXn -p l l  2 . 
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Hence, 
Re ( Syn  - p,  Xn - p) = Re  ( Syn  - Sxn  , Zn -- p) + Re ( Sxn  - Sp ,  Xn - p) 
<_ L . j3n[n ,  + 1] [[Xn - pl[ 2 + (1 -- £) [[Xn - p[[2 
= {L , j3n[L .  + 1] + 1 -£}  Ilxn -p l l  2 • 
Therefore, 
I Ix.+l - Pll 2 <_ (1 - ~ . )2  IIx. - Pll 2 + ~2 IlSYn - Spll 2 
+ 2C~n(1 - C~n) Re (Syn - Sp,  xn - p) 
2 2 4 
_< (1 - ~n)  2 IIx~ - pll + ~nL .  IIx= - Pll 2 
+ 2a=(1 - a . )  {L. /~n[Z.  + 1] + 1 - e} IIx~ - Pll 2 
2 4 2C~2nL,[L, 1] _< [(1 -- Otn) 2 + 20Zn(1 -- OZn)(1 -- ~) + otnL , + + Ilzn - pll 2 
= [(1 - a~)  2 + 2c%(1  - c~) (1  - e) + a20]  IIx~ - pll 2 
_< [1 - 2a .e  + a .e ]  Ilxn - pll ~ , by (i) 
= [1 - ~.e]  IIx. - pll 2 
_< e -e~ IIx. -P l l  2 
_< e -e~ I l x l -P l l  2 
__  
X ~ Hence, by (ii) it follows that the sequence { ,~}n=0 converges strongly to p E X. 
In p&rticular, if all c~n = £(0 + 2~ - 1) -1, n _> O, then we see that 
IIz,~+l - pll -< [1 - Ilzn - pll 
= [1 - £2(0  + 2e - 1) -1 ]  1/2 Ilxn - pll 
_< [1 - g2(0 + 2g - 1) -1]  ~/2 Ilxl - PlI. 
This implies that 
IIx~+l -p l l  <- 'y" /211x l -p l l ,  0<7= [1 -  e2(o+ 2e-  1) -1]  < 1, 
and completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 1 of [6] is a special case (A = 0) of Theorem 5. 
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